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 Wonderful things are to happen soon. No more working to death. No more 

struggling with money. No more taxes. No more hardship. No more anxiety.  

 No more fear. No more unhappiness. No more concern for survival. No more 

bad health. God has heard your prayers. Everyone has an opportunity to have 

prosperity. No more 9-5 jobs. You are going to live in Heaven.  

 God created you to live in peace and in joy without any worries. Just to 

experience life, be happy and productive. 

 13,000 years ago, after the great flood and then civil war the continents of 

Atlantis, Lemuria, and Rama (Sri Lanka) were destroyed.  

 These were thriving metropolitan civilizations, the most advance man has ever 

seen.  

 Then a group of dark aliens from Centauri and Pleiades took over Earth.  

 They are called the Anunnaki. They down-graded our genetics to be able to 

suppress and rule over us as slaves.  

 As a result of this de-evolution our consciousness deteriorated to below their 

level. The Annunaki found our women attractive so procreated with them 

creating hybrid humans.  

 Initially they divided Earth into different sections and the King of Anunnaki Anu 

and his sons Enki and Enlil acted as kings.  

 Later they divided Earth into 13 sections each part having its own king and 

installed their hybrid offspring to rule each section.  

 A committee of 300 was to oversee the affairs of the globe.  

 A council of 12 Annunaki with Anu as the head was still in charge of all.   

 The Anunnaki who had declared themselves as Gods mostly left Earth about 

5,000 years ago with their offspring in charge and controlling Earth from their 



space ships. These entities were of dark energies and part of the Anchara 

alliance, who were cast out of Heaven.  

 Then they were feeding on our ancestors’ divine energies.  

 Meanwhile, their offspring have been plundering Earth and her resources, 

feeding us lies and disinformation and ruling us with deceits and treachery.  

 These 13 families and their committee of 300 are the old kings of Europe 

(mainly). After demise of monarchy they have been low-key (except the 

Windsor family of England) acting as bankers and financiers.  

 Rothchilds, Rockofellers, Morgans, etc. are among the 13 families.  

 Together, they have owned over 95% of the wealth of the planet from every 

major corporations from food, insurance, etc.  

 They also run all the major governments of the world including United States 

(military), England (finances), Italy (Vatican), etc.  

 No election results are without their intervention.  

 43 presidents of U.S. have had direct blood lines to the European Aristocracy. 

George Busch is 7th cousin of Queen Elizabeth.  

 They own all major banks in New York as well as the U.S. treasury.  

 Nothing significant is done without their consent or knowledge.  

 Today, there are only 10 districts on the planet each having its own king, two 

of which are drug-related.  

 Today, most of the crimes in the world from drugs, prostitution, while slavery, 

etc. are controlled by these groups.  

 At the head of this group are the secret societies some of which go back to the 

days of Knights Templar and the freemasons of order 33, the Bohemian club, 

etc. This group is now collectively known as the Dark Cabal or alternatively, the 

ILLUMINATI.  

 The great news is that we are not alone.  God has dispatched His peace corps 

known as the Ashtar Command to the rescue.  

 Aboard the gigantic Ashtar Command motherships currently in the Earth’s 

atmosphere are angels, archangels, and divine entities as well as over 200,000 

staff.  



 Additionally the Galactic Federation of Light which consists of 22,000 member 

star nations in the Milky Way Galaxy are also here to help.  

 The Federation also possesses countless gargantuan ships some are as big as 

planets which are seen in our skies at night.  

 Moreover, we have ancestors originating from variety of different human- 

inhabited planets who are also here to assist in our ascension to Heaven and 

to evict Illuminati from our beautiful home planet.  

 Some of these human races include Serian, Andromedan, Pleiadian, Arcturian, 

etc.  

 So, we have currently a million space ship docked in our atmosphere and all 

the way in our Solar System with multi-million sentient beings on board to 

help us to  

 (1) Drive the Illuminati from our planet,  

 (2) to upgrade our society to once it was (and better) through such advanced 

technologies as free energy (non-fuel based as oil or gas),  frictionless 

magnetic levitation, holographic communication, teleportation, etc.,  

 (3) To abolish slave-driven things such as taxation, useless insurance; and to 

start a new non-fear based advanced galactic society free of war, weaponry, 

conflict, poverty, discrimination, anxiety, without being judgmental, void of 

hypocrisy and superstition and to a society based upon love, compassion, 

prosperity, cooperation, joyful and in oneness with God.  

 Good News: since 1990’s our space brothers and sisters under the supervision 

of deity and Heaven have been here.  

 The Annunaki were escorted off the planet in 1995.  

 The Greys (who had been abducting several hundred thousands of our people 

since the 1954s contract with the U. S. government for genetic research in lieu 

of warfare technologies) were kicked out of the planet and out of the solar 

system.  

 The Illuminati have no back up from the Dark (going all the way to Draconians 

in the Orion) as a result of Anchara Treaty signed in 1995.  

 Furthermore, the Illuminati finally lost all legal battles regarding their financial 

control of the planet in Feb 2012. They no longer have any power left.  



 They have been indicted for criminal acts against humanity and are to be 

arrested soon. The Galactic federation of Light, The Ashtar Command, the 

Ascended Masters, The various  intergalactic councils, the lightworkers, the 

starseed, indigo, crystal humans, and the various sacred secret societies acting 

on our behalf are in the process of arresting these criminal individuals.  

 God’s decreed Universal Laws of NON-INTERFERENCE and FREE WILL ordains 

that no one can interfere with the political, social, financial as well as criminal 

affairs of any star nation unless expressly approved by the Almighty Father.  

 Usually there are no exceptions to the laws. However, our situation on Earth 

due to added complication of bondage by the Anunnaki/Illuminati demands 

the Divine attention.  

 It is now expected that in 2013 the Ashtar Command, after having confirmed 

and abiding with the Almighty’s decision in this respect, which is hopefully 

positive, will move to incarcerate the Dark Cabal.  

 Then the ships can then land and the Ashtar Command can proceed to arrest 

these individuals (who are currently hiding as there is no chance of fleeing).  

 Although some governments have already changed in certain part of the 

planet the Western world is currently under suspended animation.  

 Things are progressing somewhat as before due to the lack of knowledge of 

non-corrupt members of the military, legal, governmental, as well as private 

sectors. The military has begun an underground movement in order to take 

over the responsibility of arresting the remaining Dark Cabal (Illuminati). 

 The problem is that Illuminati has done an excellent job of suppressing us 

during the past 13,000 years through propagation of lies, misinformation, 

censorship (they own all major TV and even Radio networks around the World) 

threats, and even through subliminal messaging and highly effective brain-

washing. They have made us to believe in a fear-based reality totally geared to 

survival (of the fittest) mentality, and tremendous thirst and greed for 

materialism, while collecting all the precious commodities of the planet for 

themselves (over 97% of the planet’s wealth belongs to them).  

 Additionally, their very effective subliminal mind control through graphic 

advertising, movies (they totally owned and controlled Hollywood) is all 



localized on sex and carnal desires. Their own practices have been one of 

extremely sick, diabolic, and ritualistic.  

 These people are the devil-worshippers, dark ‘magicians’  and vampires as 

soon will be widely known, as will soon there will be a complete account of our 

planet’s history available to us.  

 The state of the matter is that if a large population of our planet become 

‘awakened,’ it will be possible for our galactic friends to interfere with the 

process of arrest of these condemned beings.  

 Then they can start their process of dispersing Divine’s prosperity fund which 

is partly from the wealth of Illuminati and partially from the ‘Saint Germaine’ 

Fund and others ordained by our Creator Father.  

 There is a lot more to go around than reasonably desired by the current entire 

7,000,000,000 population of Earth.  

 Furthermore, our Creator God has gifts in terms of high technologies that we 

desperately need in order to qualify as a Galactic Nation.  

 Then our galactic friends will help and educate us to catch up with the rest of 

our galactic nations, all of light, all of love, all deeply dedicated to God as every 

sentient being to be.  

 We need to put away our fears, our worries, our anxieties, our aggressions, 

our negativities which all have been the gifts of Anunnaki/Illuminati to us for 

the past 13,000 years. All is changing now. God has spoken. We are His 

children. He loves us the same (even better) than the moment he gave us our 

souls and later our magnificent genetics (a lot to be said about how 

magnificent of beings He has created in us).  

 So, express your support of the movement. It is all done.  

 You need to wake up and smell the roses.  

 Use Facebook, email, whatever, spread the news.  

 Show your appreciation to your deity, divine realm (archangels, etc.) to your 

intergalactic peace keepers, to your family from the space, to all who have 

been working hard to get us out of bondage.  

 Just think: no more chemtrails (chemical poisoning via jets that still haven’t 

stopped spraying us every day in the sky), no more food poisoning, no more 



AIDS and other population controlling factors (most major drug companies are 

owned by Illuminati), no more Fluoride, no more Aspertain to stop your 

evolutionary and consciousness growth.   

 Did you know that among the program involved in THE NEW WORLD ORDER 

was reduction of population to 500,000,000? Yes. You did not read wrong.  

 This is more than 90% world massacre as they tried to do in WWII through 

Hitler.  

 Did you know Hitler was initially subsidized by Illuminati, having the same 

racist ideologies?  

 Did you know Trotsky, Lenin, Stalin, etc. were also subsidized by Illuminati, 

while creating a capitalist ideology in the West?  

 The idea of World Order has been contemplated by Illuminati not for decades, 

but for centuries.   

 Our ancestors during the time of Atlantis lived in ‘Eden.’  

 Earth was a 5th dimensional planet, this means Heaven (there are total of 12 

planes of existence accessible to us in our Universe).  

 They were fully conscious with remarkable knowledge and capabilities.  

 They were God’s crown jewel of creation. Humans had 12 strands of DNA not 2 

(the double helix we have now). They were telepathic, clairvoyant; they had 

even mastered teleportation then. We are going back to those days.  

 No more bondage. No more thieveries. We are going back HOME to Heaven.  

 It is Decreed by God. It shall be Done! Just a few details are left.  

 Your space and divine friends KNOW how to help us. God is watching.  

 We are going fully to the Light again. We are joining them on higher planes.  

 No more duality. No more worries.  

 So put the word around and support who support you! 


